Greenwich Historical Society’s Inaugural Exhibition at the New Campus
Explores How Individuals View and Interpret History
History Is… Examines Seven Ways We Connect to History
COS COB, CT September 10, 2018 –The inaugural exhibition at the Greenwich Historical Society’s
newly reimagined campus opens to the public during the Opening Day Party, October 6, noon-4pm.
Drawing on objects and images from the Historical Society’s collections, History Is… encourages
visitors to reflect on the role history plays at different stages in their lives and explores the ways
individuals look at, define and interpret history. The exhibit embodies the Historical Society’s mission to
strengthen the community’s connection to our past, to each other and to our future.
According to Curator of Museum Collections Karen Frederick: “History is multi-faceted, and at
different times in people’s lives, can take on personal, local or global dimensions. Viewing history as a
journey of continuity and change offers an opportunity for visitors to connect with our rich collections,
which are intimately entwined with our nation’s narrative, and experience them in new and engaging
ways.”
Following a multi-year campus renovation and expansion, the exhibition will be presented in the new
Gallery for Special Exhibitions, a gift of the Frank Family Foundation. The Historical Society worked
closely with design firm Whirlwind Creative to develop History Is…, new interpretive signs around the
site and a new visual identity.
HISTORY IS…
History Is… explores seven ways we connect to history. This exhibition illustrates how ubiquitous and
dynamic history is through artifacts, images and documents. See how we record time and events, how
we move about, the structures we save and the things we collect give meaning to our lives and to our
communities.
HISTORY IS…MEASURED IN TIME
This exhibit chronicles how we have tracked time over the centuries. Objects from the collection include
a windowsill sundial, calendars, tall case clock, pocket watch, train schedule, diary and digital
wristwatch.
HISTORY IS…TOLD IN THE NEWS
Headlines reveal the diversity of events in history and mark the passing of time. A timeline of headlines
allows visitors to see the breaking news in the year of their birth. Culled from local newspapers, the
selected headlines reflect events that have both national and local impact.
HISTORY IS…PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
Explore the stories of people on the move over time: by foot, water, road and rail. Modes of
transportation and mobility have changed over time, which affect how we commute to work, where we

live and how new immigrants arrived. This exhibit offers a glimpse into how the town of Greenwich
changed over time as modes of mobility evolved.
HISTORY IS…FOUND IN PLACES
Preservation of landmarks insures that the past will not be forgotten. As our cities and towns grow and
change, progress often erases the visible evidence of past communities. A view of historic Greenwich
through our post card collection tells the stories of select landmarks, buildings and streetscapes that have
survived or adapted to change.
HISTORY IS…REMEMBERED IN SMALL THINGS
The small things we collect serve as a record of personal and public milestones in our lives. These
objects, when shared, become collective memories and often reveal what many of us have in common.
HISTORY IS…PASSED THROUGH GENERATIONS
An eclectic display of artifacts illustrates how innovations, practices and lifeways have changed from
one generation to the next, while many of our needs remain the same.
HISTORY IS…PERSONAL
History isn’t comprised just of famous individuals or events. It can also be personal and reflect what is
meaningful to you and your family. This exhibit invited Greenwich residents to lend a small artifact,
document and/or image that illustrates a memorable experience in their lives.
COMMENT BOARD (SHARED MEMORIES)
Greenwich Historical Society invites visitors to think about an event or person in their lives that is
memorable and to leave behind a short recollection.
The exhibition will be on display from October 6, 2018 through September 7, 2019.
Also in the new museum, see paintings from the artists of the Cos Cob art colony, a short orientation
film, a timeline, and displays of recent acquisitions and seldom-seen objects from the collections of the
Greenwich Historical Society.

About the Greenwich Historical Society
Greenwich Historical Society was founded in 1931 in Greenwich, Connecticut to preserve and interpret
Greenwich history to strengthen the community’s connection to our past, to each other and to our future.
The circa 1730 National Historic Landmark Bush-Holley House, which was built as a home for Colonial
merchants and later gained recognition as the site of the first American Impressionist art colony in
Connecticut, is open to the public as a museum. Greenwich Historical Society also operates museum
galleries with rotating exhibitions, educates thousands of school children annually, and produces a full
calendar of programs and events that connect people with the town’s history. Find out more at
greenwichhistory.org.
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